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Abstract 
In recent technology development of enumerous vehicle surveillance, 

video surveillance, facial recognition, crowd monitoring application 

and some more hence object detection algorithm are in demand. These 

kind of algorithm involves detecting and classifying every object in an 

image, but also positioning every object by marking the appropriate 

boundary over the region. Also makes object detection accurately in 

more complex images than existing image classification algorithms. In 

this paper gives you a comprehensive survey on newer algorithm 

introduced for object detection using deep learning. 
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1. Introduction 

Object detection methodologies are enhancement of 

image classification algorithm.  Recently Google has 

released a newer object detection API using Tensorflow 

which has a pre built architecture for newer models: 

 Region – Based  Fully Convolution Networks 

 Faster RCNN 

 Fast RCNN 

 Single Shot Multibox Detector 

This paper covers the comprehensive survey on the 

above models and gives you the better model which can 

be used for object detection. 

2. R-CNN 

R-CNN or Region based convolution neural network 

consist of 3 simple steps,  

i. The input image is analysed for objects regions using 

the algorithm named selective search which can generate 

approximately 2000 region. 

ii. Then CNN is applied on over these proposed regions 

which required from previous step 

iii. The results of each CNN are feed as input to SVM to 

classify the object region and a linear regression to obtain 

the boundary region of every object. 

The above stated three points are illustrates in the 

image Fig.1 

 

 
 

Figure 1: R-CNN 

 

On optional way, at first the suggested regions are 

extracted and then classification of those object regions 

based on their features is done, R-CNN was very 

effective, but very slow when high resolution imagery is 

used. 
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3. Fast-RCNN 

Enhanced version of R-CNN is Fast R-CNN with 

improvement on its detection accuracy with two main key 

idea. 

i. Feature extraction are done over the image before the 

object region are proposed, hence only one CNN is 

implemented over 2000 regions 

ii. Using of softmax layer rather than SVM extends the 

neural network to predict instead of creating a newer 

region. 

The new Fast R-CNN looks like Fig. 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Fast R-CNN 

 

As inference from the above picture we see object 

region are proposed based on feature extracted and not 

from original source image. In addition it does not have 

softmax layer to outputs the different probable class.  

Fast R-CNN performs much in speed.  But one issue 

remaining, it’s the use of selective search algorithm for 

proposing specific regions. 

4. Faster-RCNN 

The main aspect of Faster-RCNN is fast neural network 

are applied instead of selective search algorithm. Thus it 

introduced a newer Region Proposed Network (RPN).  

Following are the working of RPN 

i. Sliding window which traverse across the feature 

extraction layer and maps to the lower dimension. It is 

located at the last layer of an first CNN. 

ii. For each sliding window position, it produces 

maximum possible object region based on k fixed ration 

boxes. 

iii. Each region proposed has an object score value for 

the region and 4 points which represents the boundary 

region. 

 
 

Figure 3: Sliding Window 

 

Fig.3 depicts the working of sliding window. At each 

location of feature region map consider k different 

rectangular regions centred over it, a huge box, a wider 

box etc. For every rectangular regions result is predicted 

based on presence of the object. 

RPN output the coordinates of boundary region; it 

does not classify any potential objects. An anchor region 

which contains the object score above the threshold 

value. It is forwarded as proposed region. Once the region 

has been extracted it is feed as input into Fast R-CNN. 

Thus a layer called pooling, fully-CNN and lastly 

softmax layer classification and bounding box region are 

projected. Hence Faster R-CNN= RPN+Fast R-CNN. 

Fig.4 shows how Faster R-CNN works. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Faster R-CNN 

 

Thus the algorithm achieves greater speed and 

accuracy. It also gives higher performance than other API 

models. The best real time example is Tensorflow’s 

Faster R-CNN with Inception ResNet-slowest but most 

accurate model. 

5. R-FCN 

This works similar to Fast R-CNN which improves the 

object detection speed by spreading CNN across all 

proposed region. The same is followed in R-FCN – 

https://github.com/tensorflow/models/blob/master/object_detection/g3doc/detection_model_zoo.md
https://github.com/tensorflow/models/blob/master/object_detection/g3doc/detection_model_zoo.md
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Region- based Fully Convolutional Network, increasing 

the speed by maximizing shared result. 

During the process of classifying an object, 

additional information on location variance of a model 

need to be known. For example, in regard of where the 

dog appears in the given image, at first we need to 

classify it as a dog. On other hand, during object 

detection, information of location is needed. if the dog 

appears to be in the top right-hand corner, we want to 

draw a covered region in the top right-hand corner.  For 

compromise between location invariance and location 

variance, R-FCN gives a solution as positive sensitive 

score maps. Each position-sensitive score map 

represents one relative position of one object class. 

Following are the working of 

i. At earlier stages runs a CNN over the given source 

image 

ii. Fully convolution layer is added to produce a image 

score map– position sensitive score map, it must be 

k²(C+1) scores, using k² it represents the number of 

similar positions to divide an object and C+1 represents 

the number of classes along with the background. 

iii. A fully RPN is applied to generate regions of 

proposed interest 

iv. Now for every region RoI are divided into smaller k
2
-

bin or sub regions based on the score ma region 

v. Every bin region must check the score to check if the 

bin reqion gets exactly matched to respective position of 

object 

vi. After mapping eccery k2 bin to its respective object 

the value of every class are averaged to get the score 

value of per class. 

vii. Finally now classification of each RoI can be done 

with softmax over left out C+1 vector dimension 

A working R-FCN is depicted in Fig.5 

 

 
 

Figure 5: R-FCN 

 

However R-FCN simultaneously detect the location 

information by object proposal refer to same as score map 

region. In accordingly all the score map must classify the 

object as object regardless where it appears. Finally R-

FCN is minimize times accurate than Faster R-CNN, and 

also attains comparable accuracy. 

6. SSD 

Single-Shot Detector most Likely to R-FCN, which 

provides greater speed than Faster R-CNN.As discussed 

above in the models object region suggestion and region 

extraction are performed by two methods. At First region 

proposal network are used to calculate the region of 

interest, second fully connected layers or CNN are used to 

classify the regions. SSD accomplish the above two task 

in a single stage. Prediction of boundary region and its 

respective classes are processed simultaneously. Fig.6 

shows the architecture diagram of SSD. 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Architecture of SSD 

 

Following points states the working of SSD 

i. Initially the input image is passed through a 

convolution layers, which gives various sets of feature 

maps. 

ii. Equivalent to boundary box region in Faster R-CNN 

a set of default boundary box region are generated by 

applying 3x3 convolution filter on each feature maps 

generated initially. 

iii. For each box, prediction on boundary box offset and 

probable class is done simultaneously 

iv. Over the process of training a perfect match is found 

based on the predicted boundary region. Which will be 

named as positive with match threshold>0.5 

Hence SSD identify and extract the boundary boxes 

from all position in image with multiple shapes at 

different scale. As a result it generates larger number of 

boundary box than other models.  

SSD simply avoids the preliminary stages on region 

proposal instead it consider every single boundary boxes 

and location to classify. All the process are done in a 

single shot, hence it is the fastest of all the other models. 

 

 

https://github.com/tensorflow/models/blob/master/object_detection/g3doc/detection_model_zoo.md
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Table 1: Shows the performance comparison with the 

models 

 

Model Model Name Overall 

Performance 

R-

CNN 

Region based 

convolution neural 

network 

very slow when 

high resolution 

imagery is used 

Fast 

R-

CNN 

Fast Region based 

convolution neural 

network 

performs much 

better in speed 

Faster 

R-

CNN 

Faster Region 

based convolution 

neural network 

slowest but most 

accurate model 

R-

FCN 

Region- based 

Fully Convolution 

Network 

achieves 

comparable 

accuracy 

SSD Single-

Shot Detector 

performs quite 

comparably 

7. Conclusion 

This paper finally give you on various model of object 

detection using deep learning, and suggest which of these 

models performs well with one another. Faster R-CNN, 

R-FCN, SSD are the three models which are widely used 

currently. Other relative models which tends to be likely 

to these models which relays on deep neural network for 

classifying or object detection. 
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